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I. Introduction

1.1. Background: 
• Knowledge Distillation distils knowledge from a teacher model to help the training 

of a student model, by steering the student’s logits towards teacher’s logits. Online 
distillation enables peers learn from each other.

• Network Pruning, including unstructured and structured pruning, compresses 
networks by removing parameters with minimal performance degradation.

II. Solution Framework

III. Results
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Fig. 1 (c) depicts the overall structure of the proposed WML framework, which is
similar to the binary tree that the branches at the same levels are copies of each other,
and each path is considered as a peer model. WML directly learns from each other,
and considers the linear combination of knowledge from all peers with overall loss:
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1.2. Contributions: 
• Proposes a Weighted Mutual Learning with Diversity-Driven Model Compression 

(WML) for online distillation, where a hierarchical structure and the structured 
network pruning are leveraged to enhance diversify and reduce the memory 
consumption.

• Formulates the weighted mutual learning based online distillation as a bilevel 
optimization problem, and the hypergradient of optimizing the weights is derived 
with a close-form.

2.1. Overview Structure and Loss Function

2.2. Diversifying Peer Models with Channel Pruning
To further reduce the memory requirements, we introduce the channel pruning,
the most commonly-used paradigm in structured pruning, to our framework,
which also encourage the diversity among homogenized peers. In this paper, we
propose a relative importance, to determine importance of each layer
at initialization.
2.3. Weighted Distillation with Bi-level Formulation
We consider a dynamic weighting method to determine the importance of each 
peer, and the weighted mutual learning for online distillation can be formulated 
as a bilevel optimization problem.
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Fig.1 Pictorial depiction of Knowledge distillation, online distillation, and the proposed framework (WML).

where the gradient for the outer loop is defined as:

The following Theorem 1 shows that the second-order term for the outer loop
gradient can be analyzed in a closed-form without Taylor expansion
approximation when L1 is with a specific structure.

3.1. Comparison with Self-Distillation 
For fair comparisons, we consider 4 peer models in our WML, and also prune peer 
models into similar model size as classifiers in self-distillation.

3.2. Comparison with Online Distillation 
Table 3 compares the proposed WML with several online distillation methods,
including RKD, CTSL-MKT, DML, ONE, and self-distillation (SD) on CIFAR10,
CIFAR100, and ImageNet.

3.3. Comparison with Channel Pruning Approaches
we compared the performance of the pruned models generated by our WML with 
existing channel pruning methods.

3.4. Ablation studies
we first conduct ablation studies to investigate whether the dynamic weighting 
strategy and peer pruning help improve the performance of online distillation, 
and then show the effectiveness of the weighted ensemble for WML.
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